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What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

WBFS for intra-bunch Instability Control

HBTFB - High Bandwidth Transverse Feedback 
Wideband feedback system (GHz bandwidth) for SPS 
Intra-bunch GHz transverse feedback system 
Help stabilize beam against Ecloud and TMCI effects 
Under development with LARP 
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Control of Ecloud and Impedance-driven transverse Intra-bunch instabilities - Demo
system upgraded and expanded for 2015/2016 MD studies
GHz Bandwidth Digital Signal Processing via reconfigurable architecture
SPS Demonstrator system 1 - 64 bunches, modest kicker power with 1 GHz bandwidth
Optimal Control Formalism - allows formal methods to quantify stability and margins
Upcoming CERN September 2016 Review, Full-featured system recommendations
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Progress since CM 24
Demonstrator hardware system upgraded

Two bunch scrubbing fill controller ( 5 ns spacing), 64 bunch train controller
New back-end equalizer, Firmware tests, system testing in faraday cage
Power Amplifiers -two (new) amplifiers installed and ready for commissioning
Two stripline Kickers instrumented and powered ( 4 250W amps, 2 LARP, 2 CERN)
Tunnel infrastructure for 2 new amplifiers, monitoring and control - commissioned
Optimization of Slotline kicker design for CERN fabrication
CERN is investing in vacuum structures, cable plant, amplifiers and people

Multiple MD studies at the SPS, coupling to CERN ABP groups
April, November, December 2015
Grow-damp studies with Q20 optics, Q26 optics
Low Chromaticity Studies with modal excitation
Q26 Lattice FIR control of unstable high intensity TMCI beam
Development of special beams (low intensity, linear lattice) for feedback tests

Nonlinear simulation codes/feedback model studies, Model-based
Control

New Matrix Control Methods for Q20 SPS Optics
Development of MD data analysis methods
Validate measurements against models
Reduced Model and Control design formalism ( Ph.D. Thesis)
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Upgrades to the Demo System at CERN

Reconfigurable 4 GS/sec.
processor

Upgraded 2015/2016
64 bunch train control,
doublet scrubbing beam
control
16 slice FIR control,
flexible slice gains
Feedback + Excitation
mode
Robust
Timing/Synchronization

Feedback Filters

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must
be adjusted to include overall
loop phase shifts and cable
delay
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The processing system can be further expanded to support more complex off-diagonal (modal)

filters, IIR filters, etc as part of the research and technology development
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Expansion from Single Bunch - to 64 bunch train
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Recent Upgrades to the CERN SPS Wideband Intra-Bunch Transverse Feedback 
Processor 

 
 

Abstract 

  
 

Introduction and Background 

Introduction and Motivation: 
 

■ CERN is embarking upon an intensity upgrade to increase the luminosity 
of the  LHC (HL-LHC project), which involves the entire injectors chain 
rom Linac4 to the SPS. The required high intensity LHC beam in the SPS 
will cause intra-bunch transverse instabilities driven by the Electron Cloud 
Instability (ECI) and Transverse Mode Coupled Instability (TMCI) effects. 
If not overcome, these instabilities will limit the ultimate performance of 
the LHC at high intensity. 
 

■  A research and development effort has been undertaken between CERN 
and SLAC under the auspices of the US LHC Accelerator Research 
Program (LARP) to develop techniques for mitigating these intra-bunch 
instabilities using a wide-bandwidth transverse closed-loop feedback 
system.  
 

■ This work involves simulation and modeling of the beam and bunch 
dynamics along with the controller. Research and development of high 
sampling rate digital signal processing electronics (along with low-noise 
analog front and back ends) and feedback control techniques and 
development of a wide bandwidth kicker structure (to apply correction 
fields to the beam). Complementing this is a measurement effort to 
characterize beam dynamics for input to the models and their verification, 
along with application of the feedback control prototype system. 
 

■ A result of this work has been the development of Wideband Transverse 
Feedback Control Demonstration System which has been used as a proof-
of-concept for transverse intra-bunch instability control. 

 
Work to Date: 

 
■ A rapidly developed single-bunch demonstrator system was conceived and 

developed in 2012. This system was used in Machine Development (MD) 
studies at the SPS prior to Long Shutdown 1 (LS1). 
 

■ The simulation and modelling effort is progressing with work towards 
developing more detailed models including non-linear effects and system 
identification formalisms and optimal controller topologies. The pre-LS1 
MD measurements were performed using the existing low bandwidth 
kicker (200MHz), allowing control of only lower-order modes (0, 1). 

 
■ The system results demonstrated control of mode 0 instabilities for a 

single bunch: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Upgrades: 
 

The system has been upgraded for several key components: 
 

1) Feedback Demo Processor Upgrades 
2) RF Power Amplifier Upgrades 
3) Beam Kicker Structure Upgrades 
4) Timing & Synchronization Hardware Upgrades 

 
The Feedback Processor itself has had several upgrades: 

1) Multibunch Processing 
2) Feedback + Excitation Combined (FEC) operation 
3) Individual Sample Gain controls 
4) Output Waveform Preamble / Postamble / Pre/Post Amble 

 
Æ Additional upgrades planned 

 
 
►The above work has enabled us to proceed to the next step: A single-bunch 
Feedback Demonstrator System 

System Overview 

System Overview: 
 

� We have built a single-bunch, ultrafast high bandwidth transverse feedback demonstrator system. 
 
� This feedback system is essentially a high bandwidth re-configurable digital signal processing channel 
with an input ADC and output DAC capable of sampling at 4GSa/s. An FPGA implements the signal 
processor and the current design contains a 16-tap FIR bandpass filter. 
 
� The feedback system acquires 16 samples or slices across one bunch, and outputs 16 correction 
samples, both at the 4GSa/s rate. 
  
� For our measurements in the SPS, we the use Feedback and Excitation systems together, which allow 
us to drive the bunch into instability and then correct with feedback along the same signal path. 

 
� Both sub-systems receive the RF Clock, Injection and Bunch 1 markers from SPS LLRF and Timing 
systems / used to synchronize and sequence operations;  
 
� The 200MHz SPS RF Clock is multiplied to obtain the 2GHz sample clock, this clock is then doubled 
by the ADC and DACs to achieve 4GSa/s. 
 
� Adjustable delay lines are included to align the input sampling, feedback output and excitation output 
to the beam bunch (10ps dly step resolution). 

The Feedback Processor and its Upgrades 

Multibunch Processing 

Feedback Processor: 
 

� The Feedback Processor is a rapidly developed prototype, implemented using a mixture of commercial and 
custom-designed hardware. The entire system was designed, constructed and delivered to CERN in less than10 
months. 
� The design is modular, based around a commercial FPGA motherboard, with a custom-designed DAC 
daughterboard plus two commercial ADC evaluation boards. The ADC boards connect to the motherboard using a 
custom high-speed cable assembly, developed commercially (Samtec Corp). This design approach allowed us to 
quickly develop a solution within the confines of limited time and engineering resources. 
� The custom DAC daughterboard contains the high-speed DAC, clocking circuits, trigger circuitry, general 
purpose analog and digital I/O and a USB 2.0 interface. 
� The DAC is a Maxim Semi MAX19693 device (12-bit, 4GSa/s device used in 8-bit mode). The ADC is a 
MAX109 device (8-bits, 2GSa/s), two ADCs are used in interleaved mode to achieve the effective 4GSa/s rate. We 
used two MAX109 EVM evaluation boards to implement the ADC subsystem. 
� All signal processing is implemented in the motherboard Xilinx Virtex-6, XC6VHX565T FPGA. The present 
design implements a bank of 16, 16-tap FIR filters. The filters are bandpass type, centered at the betatron 
frequency. The FIR Filters follow the relation: 
 

 
� Diagnostic features include a special ADC snapshot memory that allows us to selectively capture up to 65536 
turns of pre-processed ADC data and save for later analysis.  
� Feedback Processor can also operate as an  excitation driver (arbitrary waveform generator) as well. 
� All processing takes place on edges of the SPS RF clock. Acquisition, processing and output operations are 
sequenced from the SPS Injection and Bunch 1 marker signals. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76SF00515 and the US LHC Accelerator Research program ( LARP) 

Commercial FPGA Motherboard 

Custom High-Speed DAC Daughterboard 

ADC Eval Board (1 of 2) 

System Chassis: all boards, cabling, cooling & power supply are packaged inside 
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In support of the CERN High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade program, a 
research and development effort has been underway to understand and develop 
feedback control techniques for mitigating transverse intra-bunch instabilities in 
the SPS driven by electron cloud and TMCI effects. These effects could be a 
limiting factor to overall machine performance. A result of this effort has been the 
development of a very wide band transverse feedback demonstration system. This 
system has been used for the last several years in machine development studies 
where we have demonstrated single-bunch stability control of low order modes. In 
continuation of these efforts, recent upgrades have been performed in all stages of 
the system, including the feedback processor itself. This paper discusses the 
upgrades specific to it, including the ability to process multiple proton bunches in 
the SPS; and also highlights future directions in the development effort. 

2016 International Particle Accelerator Conference   Busan, South Korea 
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• Feedback stabilizes the bunch ! 
• clearly working for dipole mode 
• confirms high sensitivity of receiver circuit 
• confirms feedback possible with the very small kick strength of ~1 kV [transverse] 

Feedback 
switched OFF 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

W. Hofle, CERN 

SPS MD Study Jan-2013 
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Multiple Particle Bunch Processing:  
 
- The Feedback Processor has been upgraded with the ability to process [1…64] bunches in Feedback, 
Excitation and FEC modes 
 
- The number of bunches is selectable, along with the target positions within the SPS LHC batch 

 
- Bunch spacing is 25ns, but can be adjusted if needed 

 
- ADC data snapshot recording allows an individual bunch to be selected and recorded 

 
- Processing of SPS bunch doublets (two adjacent filled 5ns buckets in the 25ns bunch spacing, this 

pattern is normally used in machine scrubbing operation) is also possible, with [1…32] doublets 
selectable. 
 

- In Feedback and FEC modes, each of the 16 samples of each bunch is individually processed by the 
internal Digital Signal Processing Block 
 

- The maximum number of bunches processed is limited by FPGA resources 
 

- Scope photos show multibunch and multibunch doublets processing in feedback mode in action. ADC 
signal source is an RF synthesizer, simulating multiple bunches (signal = 100MHz sine, 0dBm, locked) 

 

WEPOR010 

Ongoing Work: 
- Expanded ADC Snapshot memory 
- 1Gbit Ethernet Interface 
- New DSP functions (IIR filters, off-diagonal 

controller) 
- SPS Ramp delay tracking mechanism 

 
Future Plans: 
- 8GSa/s Processing (new design, building on this one) 

 
 

Feedback & new PLL Chassis at CERN SPS BA3 Faraday Cage New RF Amps in SPS Tunnel 
New Stripline Kicker 

New Stripline Kicker Installed in SPS beamline 

New Slotted Kicker Designs 

Spectrogram showing feedback in action: 

Custom High-Speed ADC cable assembly: mates 
ADC eval boards to FPGA motherboard 

Close-Up: Individual Bunches Shown Feedback Mode: 64 Bunches Processed 

Feedback Mode: 32 Doublets Processed Close-Up: Individual Doublets Shown 

FEC Mode:  
 
- Allows us to simultaneously 

excite the beam while applying 
feedback. 
 

- Eliminates the separate Excitation 
System unit shown in the above 
system block diagram 
 

- Very useful in grow/damp studies 
 

- Block diagram here shows 
internals of FPGA, FEC combiner 
is the pink adder block 
 

- Oscilloscope waveform shows 
FEC in action: ADC input only 
(feedback)  / then FEC applied 
and excitation and feedback 
signals sum 

Feedback + Excitation 
Combined (FEC) Processing 

ADC Input Only 

ADC + 
Excite Sum 
(FEC) / Sum 
saturates 

Individual Sample Gain 

Gain 1: 
+64/128 

Gain 2:           
-32/128 

DAC Out  / Gain Blocks Bypassed Gain Blocks Activated 

Individual Sample Gain Feature: 
 
- Allows us to control the gain of each of the 16 individual samples 

separately 
 

- The system provides two different sets of gain controls that can be 
swapped dynamically for a programmable number of turns / Gains 
can be bypassed entirely 
 

- Another useful tool for grow/damp studies 
 

- Block diagram here shows internals of FPGA 
 

- Oscilloscope waveforms show gain in action: left photo is with gains 
bypassed. Right Photo is with two different sets of gains / all samples 
have same gain is this case 

Ongoing Work / Future Plans 

Fiducial Trigger 

DAC Output 

Fiducial Trigger 

DAC Output 
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Abstract 

  
 

Introduction and Background 

Introduction and Motivation: 
 

■ CERN is embarking upon an intensity upgrade to increase the luminosity 
of the  LHC (HL-LHC project), which involves the entire injectors chain 
rom Linac4 to the SPS. The required high intensity LHC beam in the SPS 
will cause intra-bunch transverse instabilities driven by the Electron Cloud 
Instability (ECI) and Transverse Mode Coupled Instability (TMCI) effects. 
If not overcome, these instabilities will limit the ultimate performance of 
the LHC at high intensity. 
 

■  A research and development effort has been undertaken between CERN 
and SLAC under the auspices of the US LHC Accelerator Research 
Program (LARP) to develop techniques for mitigating these intra-bunch 
instabilities using a wide-bandwidth transverse closed-loop feedback 
system.  
 

■ This work involves simulation and modeling of the beam and bunch 
dynamics along with the controller. Research and development of high 
sampling rate digital signal processing electronics (along with low-noise 
analog front and back ends) and feedback control techniques and 
development of a wide bandwidth kicker structure (to apply correction 
fields to the beam). Complementing this is a measurement effort to 
characterize beam dynamics for input to the models and their verification, 
along with application of the feedback control prototype system. 
 

■ A result of this work has been the development of Wideband Transverse 
Feedback Control Demonstration System which has been used as a proof-
of-concept for transverse intra-bunch instability control. 

 
Work to Date: 

 
■ A rapidly developed single-bunch demonstrator system was conceived and 

developed in 2012. This system was used in Machine Development (MD) 
studies at the SPS prior to Long Shutdown 1 (LS1). 
 

■ The simulation and modelling effort is progressing with work towards 
developing more detailed models including non-linear effects and system 
identification formalisms and optimal controller topologies. The pre-LS1 
MD measurements were performed using the existing low bandwidth 
kicker (200MHz), allowing control of only lower-order modes (0, 1). 

 
■ The system results demonstrated control of mode 0 instabilities for a 

single bunch: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Upgrades: 
 

The system has been upgraded for several key components: 
 

1) Feedback Demo Processor Upgrades 
2) RF Power Amplifier Upgrades 
3) Beam Kicker Structure Upgrades 
4) Timing & Synchronization Hardware Upgrades 

 
The Feedback Processor itself has had several upgrades: 

1) Multibunch Processing 
2) Feedback + Excitation Combined (FEC) operation 
3) Individual Sample Gain controls 
4) Output Waveform Preamble / Postamble / Pre/Post Amble 

 
Æ Additional upgrades planned 

 
 
►The above work has enabled us to proceed to the next step: A single-bunch 
Feedback Demonstrator System 

System Overview 

System Overview: 
 

� We have built a single-bunch, ultrafast high bandwidth transverse feedback demonstrator system. 
 
� This feedback system is essentially a high bandwidth re-configurable digital signal processing channel 
with an input ADC and output DAC capable of sampling at 4GSa/s. An FPGA implements the signal 
processor and the current design contains a 16-tap FIR bandpass filter. 
 
� The feedback system acquires 16 samples or slices across one bunch, and outputs 16 correction 
samples, both at the 4GSa/s rate. 
  
� For our measurements in the SPS, we the use Feedback and Excitation systems together, which allow 
us to drive the bunch into instability and then correct with feedback along the same signal path. 

 
� Both sub-systems receive the RF Clock, Injection and Bunch 1 markers from SPS LLRF and Timing 
systems / used to synchronize and sequence operations;  
 
� The 200MHz SPS RF Clock is multiplied to obtain the 2GHz sample clock, this clock is then doubled 
by the ADC and DACs to achieve 4GSa/s. 
 
� Adjustable delay lines are included to align the input sampling, feedback output and excitation output 
to the beam bunch (10ps dly step resolution). 

The Feedback Processor and its Upgrades 

Multibunch Processing 

Feedback Processor: 
 

� The Feedback Processor is a rapidly developed prototype, implemented using a mixture of commercial and 
custom-designed hardware. The entire system was designed, constructed and delivered to CERN in less than10 
months. 
� The design is modular, based around a commercial FPGA motherboard, with a custom-designed DAC 
daughterboard plus two commercial ADC evaluation boards. The ADC boards connect to the motherboard using a 
custom high-speed cable assembly, developed commercially (Samtec Corp). This design approach allowed us to 
quickly develop a solution within the confines of limited time and engineering resources. 
� The custom DAC daughterboard contains the high-speed DAC, clocking circuits, trigger circuitry, general 
purpose analog and digital I/O and a USB 2.0 interface. 
� The DAC is a Maxim Semi MAX19693 device (12-bit, 4GSa/s device used in 8-bit mode). The ADC is a 
MAX109 device (8-bits, 2GSa/s), two ADCs are used in interleaved mode to achieve the effective 4GSa/s rate. We 
used two MAX109 EVM evaluation boards to implement the ADC subsystem. 
� All signal processing is implemented in the motherboard Xilinx Virtex-6, XC6VHX565T FPGA. The present 
design implements a bank of 16, 16-tap FIR filters. The filters are bandpass type, centered at the betatron 
frequency. The FIR Filters follow the relation: 
 

 
� Diagnostic features include a special ADC snapshot memory that allows us to selectively capture up to 65536 
turns of pre-processed ADC data and save for later analysis.  
� Feedback Processor can also operate as an  excitation driver (arbitrary waveform generator) as well. 
� All processing takes place on edges of the SPS RF clock. Acquisition, processing and output operations are 
sequenced from the SPS Injection and Bunch 1 marker signals. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76SF00515 and the US LHC Accelerator Research program ( LARP) 

Commercial FPGA Motherboard 

Custom High-Speed DAC Daughterboard 

ADC Eval Board (1 of 2) 

System Chassis: all boards, cabling, cooling & power supply are packaged inside 
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In support of the CERN High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade program, a 
research and development effort has been underway to understand and develop 
feedback control techniques for mitigating transverse intra-bunch instabilities in 
the SPS driven by electron cloud and TMCI effects. These effects could be a 
limiting factor to overall machine performance. A result of this effort has been the 
development of a very wide band transverse feedback demonstration system. This 
system has been used for the last several years in machine development studies 
where we have demonstrated single-bunch stability control of low order modes. In 
continuation of these efforts, recent upgrades have been performed in all stages of 
the system, including the feedback processor itself. This paper discusses the 
upgrades specific to it, including the ability to process multiple proton bunches in 
the SPS; and also highlights future directions in the development effort. 

2016 International Particle Accelerator Conference   Busan, South Korea 
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• Feedback stabilizes the bunch ! 
• clearly working for dipole mode 
• confirms high sensitivity of receiver circuit 
• confirms feedback possible with the very small kick strength of ~1 kV [transverse] 

Feedback 
switched OFF 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

W. Hofle, CERN 

SPS MD Study Jan-2013 
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Multiple Particle Bunch Processing:  
 
- The Feedback Processor has been upgraded with the ability to process [1…64] bunches in Feedback, 
Excitation and FEC modes 
 
- The number of bunches is selectable, along with the target positions within the SPS LHC batch 

 
- Bunch spacing is 25ns, but can be adjusted if needed 

 
- ADC data snapshot recording allows an individual bunch to be selected and recorded 

 
- Processing of SPS bunch doublets (two adjacent filled 5ns buckets in the 25ns bunch spacing, this 

pattern is normally used in machine scrubbing operation) is also possible, with [1…32] doublets 
selectable. 
 

- In Feedback and FEC modes, each of the 16 samples of each bunch is individually processed by the 
internal Digital Signal Processing Block 
 

- The maximum number of bunches processed is limited by FPGA resources 
 

- Scope photos show multibunch and multibunch doublets processing in feedback mode in action. ADC 
signal source is an RF synthesizer, simulating multiple bunches (signal = 100MHz sine, 0dBm, locked) 

 

WEPOR010 

Ongoing Work: 
- Expanded ADC Snapshot memory 
- 1Gbit Ethernet Interface 
- New DSP functions (IIR filters, off-diagonal 

controller) 
- SPS Ramp delay tracking mechanism 

 
Future Plans: 
- 8GSa/s Processing (new design, building on this one) 

 
 

Feedback & new PLL Chassis at CERN SPS BA3 Faraday Cage New RF Amps in SPS Tunnel 
New Stripline Kicker 

New Stripline Kicker Installed in SPS beamline 

New Slotted Kicker Designs 

Spectrogram showing feedback in action: 

Custom High-Speed ADC cable assembly: mates 
ADC eval boards to FPGA motherboard 

Close-Up: Individual Bunches Shown Feedback Mode: 64 Bunches Processed 

Feedback Mode: 32 Doublets Processed Close-Up: Individual Doublets Shown 

FEC Mode:  
 
- Allows us to simultaneously 

excite the beam while applying 
feedback. 
 

- Eliminates the separate Excitation 
System unit shown in the above 
system block diagram 
 

- Very useful in grow/damp studies 
 

- Block diagram here shows 
internals of FPGA, FEC combiner 
is the pink adder block 
 

- Oscilloscope waveform shows 
FEC in action: ADC input only 
(feedback)  / then FEC applied 
and excitation and feedback 
signals sum 

Feedback + Excitation 
Combined (FEC) Processing 

ADC Input Only 

ADC + 
Excite Sum 
(FEC) / Sum 
saturates 

Individual Sample Gain 

Gain 1: 
+64/128 

Gain 2:           
-32/128 

DAC Out  / Gain Blocks Bypassed Gain Blocks Activated 

Individual Sample Gain Feature: 
 
- Allows us to control the gain of each of the 16 individual samples 

separately 
 

- The system provides two different sets of gain controls that can be 
swapped dynamically for a programmable number of turns / Gains 
can be bypassed entirely 
 

- Another useful tool for grow/damp studies 
 

- Block diagram here shows internals of FPGA 
 

- Oscilloscope waveforms show gain in action: left photo is with gains 
bypassed. Right Photo is with two different sets of gains / all samples 
have same gain is this case 

Ongoing Work / Future Plans 

Fiducial Trigger 

DAC Output 

Fiducial Trigger 

DAC Output 
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Abstract 

  
 

Introduction and Background 

Introduction and Motivation: 
 

■ CERN is embarking upon an intensity upgrade to increase the luminosity 
of the  LHC (HL-LHC project), which involves the entire injectors chain 
rom Linac4 to the SPS. The required high intensity LHC beam in the SPS 
will cause intra-bunch transverse instabilities driven by the Electron Cloud 
Instability (ECI) and Transverse Mode Coupled Instability (TMCI) effects. 
If not overcome, these instabilities will limit the ultimate performance of 
the LHC at high intensity. 
 

■  A research and development effort has been undertaken between CERN 
and SLAC under the auspices of the US LHC Accelerator Research 
Program (LARP) to develop techniques for mitigating these intra-bunch 
instabilities using a wide-bandwidth transverse closed-loop feedback 
system.  
 

■ This work involves simulation and modeling of the beam and bunch 
dynamics along with the controller. Research and development of high 
sampling rate digital signal processing electronics (along with low-noise 
analog front and back ends) and feedback control techniques and 
development of a wide bandwidth kicker structure (to apply correction 
fields to the beam). Complementing this is a measurement effort to 
characterize beam dynamics for input to the models and their verification, 
along with application of the feedback control prototype system. 
 

■ A result of this work has been the development of Wideband Transverse 
Feedback Control Demonstration System which has been used as a proof-
of-concept for transverse intra-bunch instability control. 

 
Work to Date: 

 
■ A rapidly developed single-bunch demonstrator system was conceived and 

developed in 2012. This system was used in Machine Development (MD) 
studies at the SPS prior to Long Shutdown 1 (LS1). 
 

■ The simulation and modelling effort is progressing with work towards 
developing more detailed models including non-linear effects and system 
identification formalisms and optimal controller topologies. The pre-LS1 
MD measurements were performed using the existing low bandwidth 
kicker (200MHz), allowing control of only lower-order modes (0, 1). 

 
■ The system results demonstrated control of mode 0 instabilities for a 

single bunch: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Upgrades: 
 

The system has been upgraded for several key components: 
 

1) Feedback Demo Processor Upgrades 
2) RF Power Amplifier Upgrades 
3) Beam Kicker Structure Upgrades 
4) Timing & Synchronization Hardware Upgrades 

 
The Feedback Processor itself has had several upgrades: 

1) Multibunch Processing 
2) Feedback + Excitation Combined (FEC) operation 
3) Individual Sample Gain controls 
4) Output Waveform Preamble / Postamble / Pre/Post Amble 

 
Æ Additional upgrades planned 

 
 
►The above work has enabled us to proceed to the next step: A single-bunch 
Feedback Demonstrator System 

System Overview 

System Overview: 
 

� We have built a single-bunch, ultrafast high bandwidth transverse feedback demonstrator system. 
 
� This feedback system is essentially a high bandwidth re-configurable digital signal processing channel 
with an input ADC and output DAC capable of sampling at 4GSa/s. An FPGA implements the signal 
processor and the current design contains a 16-tap FIR bandpass filter. 
 
� The feedback system acquires 16 samples or slices across one bunch, and outputs 16 correction 
samples, both at the 4GSa/s rate. 
  
� For our measurements in the SPS, we the use Feedback and Excitation systems together, which allow 
us to drive the bunch into instability and then correct with feedback along the same signal path. 

 
� Both sub-systems receive the RF Clock, Injection and Bunch 1 markers from SPS LLRF and Timing 
systems / used to synchronize and sequence operations;  
 
� The 200MHz SPS RF Clock is multiplied to obtain the 2GHz sample clock, this clock is then doubled 
by the ADC and DACs to achieve 4GSa/s. 
 
� Adjustable delay lines are included to align the input sampling, feedback output and excitation output 
to the beam bunch (10ps dly step resolution). 

The Feedback Processor and its Upgrades 

Multibunch Processing 

Feedback Processor: 
 

� The Feedback Processor is a rapidly developed prototype, implemented using a mixture of commercial and 
custom-designed hardware. The entire system was designed, constructed and delivered to CERN in less than10 
months. 
� The design is modular, based around a commercial FPGA motherboard, with a custom-designed DAC 
daughterboard plus two commercial ADC evaluation boards. The ADC boards connect to the motherboard using a 
custom high-speed cable assembly, developed commercially (Samtec Corp). This design approach allowed us to 
quickly develop a solution within the confines of limited time and engineering resources. 
� The custom DAC daughterboard contains the high-speed DAC, clocking circuits, trigger circuitry, general 
purpose analog and digital I/O and a USB 2.0 interface. 
� The DAC is a Maxim Semi MAX19693 device (12-bit, 4GSa/s device used in 8-bit mode). The ADC is a 
MAX109 device (8-bits, 2GSa/s), two ADCs are used in interleaved mode to achieve the effective 4GSa/s rate. We 
used two MAX109 EVM evaluation boards to implement the ADC subsystem. 
� All signal processing is implemented in the motherboard Xilinx Virtex-6, XC6VHX565T FPGA. The present 
design implements a bank of 16, 16-tap FIR filters. The filters are bandpass type, centered at the betatron 
frequency. The FIR Filters follow the relation: 
 

 
� Diagnostic features include a special ADC snapshot memory that allows us to selectively capture up to 65536 
turns of pre-processed ADC data and save for later analysis.  
� Feedback Processor can also operate as an  excitation driver (arbitrary waveform generator) as well. 
� All processing takes place on edges of the SPS RF clock. Acquisition, processing and output operations are 
sequenced from the SPS Injection and Bunch 1 marker signals. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC02-76SF00515 and the US LHC Accelerator Research program ( LARP) 

Commercial FPGA Motherboard 

Custom High-Speed DAC Daughterboard 

ADC Eval Board (1 of 2) 

System Chassis: all boards, cabling, cooling & power supply are packaged inside 
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# jedu@slac.stanford.edu 

In support of the CERN High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade program, a 
research and development effort has been underway to understand and develop 
feedback control techniques for mitigating transverse intra-bunch instabilities in 
the SPS driven by electron cloud and TMCI effects. These effects could be a 
limiting factor to overall machine performance. A result of this effort has been the 
development of a very wide band transverse feedback demonstration system. This 
system has been used for the last several years in machine development studies 
where we have demonstrated single-bunch stability control of low order modes. In 
continuation of these efforts, recent upgrades have been performed in all stages of 
the system, including the feedback processor itself. This paper discusses the 
upgrades specific to it, including the ability to process multiple proton bunches in 
the SPS; and also highlights future directions in the development effort. 

2016 International Particle Accelerator Conference   Busan, South Korea 
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• Feedback stabilizes the bunch ! 
• clearly working for dipole mode 
• confirms high sensitivity of receiver circuit 
• confirms feedback possible with the very small kick strength of ~1 kV [transverse] 

Feedback 
switched OFF 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

Chromaticity 
ramped down 
(close to zero) 

W. Hofle, CERN 

SPS MD Study Jan-2013 
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Multiple Particle Bunch Processing:  
 
- The Feedback Processor has been upgraded with the ability to process [1…64] bunches in Feedback, 
Excitation and FEC modes 
 
- The number of bunches is selectable, along with the target positions within the SPS LHC batch 

 
- Bunch spacing is 25ns, but can be adjusted if needed 

 
- ADC data snapshot recording allows an individual bunch to be selected and recorded 

 
- Processing of SPS bunch doublets (two adjacent filled 5ns buckets in the 25ns bunch spacing, this 

pattern is normally used in machine scrubbing operation) is also possible, with [1…32] doublets 
selectable. 
 

- In Feedback and FEC modes, each of the 16 samples of each bunch is individually processed by the 
internal Digital Signal Processing Block 
 

- The maximum number of bunches processed is limited by FPGA resources 
 

- Scope photos show multibunch and multibunch doublets processing in feedback mode in action. ADC 
signal source is an RF synthesizer, simulating multiple bunches (signal = 100MHz sine, 0dBm, locked) 

 

WEPOR010 

Ongoing Work: 
- Expanded ADC Snapshot memory 
- 1Gbit Ethernet Interface 
- New DSP functions (IIR filters, off-diagonal 

controller) 
- SPS Ramp delay tracking mechanism 

 
Future Plans: 
- 8GSa/s Processing (new design, building on this one) 

 
 

Feedback & new PLL Chassis at CERN SPS BA3 Faraday Cage New RF Amps in SPS Tunnel 
New Stripline Kicker 

New Stripline Kicker Installed in SPS beamline 

New Slotted Kicker Designs 

Spectrogram showing feedback in action: 

Custom High-Speed ADC cable assembly: mates 
ADC eval boards to FPGA motherboard 

Close-Up: Individual Bunches Shown Feedback Mode: 64 Bunches Processed 

Feedback Mode: 32 Doublets Processed Close-Up: Individual Doublets Shown 

FEC Mode:  
 
- Allows us to simultaneously 

excite the beam while applying 
feedback. 
 

- Eliminates the separate Excitation 
System unit shown in the above 
system block diagram 
 

- Very useful in grow/damp studies 
 

- Block diagram here shows 
internals of FPGA, FEC combiner 
is the pink adder block 
 

- Oscilloscope waveform shows 
FEC in action: ADC input only 
(feedback)  / then FEC applied 
and excitation and feedback 
signals sum 

Feedback + Excitation 
Combined (FEC) Processing 

ADC Input Only 

ADC + 
Excite Sum 
(FEC) / Sum 
saturates 

Individual Sample Gain 

Gain 1: 
+64/128 

Gain 2:           
-32/128 

DAC Out  / Gain Blocks Bypassed Gain Blocks Activated 

Individual Sample Gain Feature: 
 
- Allows us to control the gain of each of the 16 individual samples 

separately 
 

- The system provides two different sets of gain controls that can be 
swapped dynamically for a programmable number of turns / Gains 
can be bypassed entirely 
 

- Another useful tool for grow/damp studies 
 

- Block diagram here shows internals of FPGA 
 

- Oscilloscope waveforms show gain in action: left photo is with gains 
bypassed. Right Photo is with two different sets of gains / all samples 
have same gain is this case 

Ongoing Work / Future Plans 

Fiducial Trigger 

DAC Output 

Fiducial Trigger 

DAC Output 

Expansion to 64 bunch mode, with
existing FIR diagonal filters

Sampling for doublet ( 5 ns spacing)
scrubbing fills, single or 32 doublets

Flexibility of reconfigurable architecture
allows expansion

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 5



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

Goals of the MD measurement series
Evaluate System Performance ( Engineering)

Receiver, equalizer, pickup, Frequency/time response and noise floor
A/D, D/A and DSP system functionality
Control filters, functionality
User Interface and operational flexibility
Timing and Synchronization - functionality, flexibility
Power Amplifiers - frequency, time response, power output ( 2 LARP, 2 CERN )
Stripline Kicker Response

Action of Feedback on Beam Dynamics ( Beam Physics)
April, November, December 2015 ( April 2016 delayed to June)
studies show mode zero, mode 1 control
Grow-damp studies with Q20 optics, Q26 optics
Low Chromaticity Studies with modal excitation
Q26 Lattice FIR control of unstable high intensity TMCI beam
Development of special beams (low intensity, linear lattice) for feedback tests

Measure Beam/System responses, compare with Simulation
models ( Control Theory)

New Matrix Control (MIMO) Methods for Q20 SPS Optics
Development of MD data analysis methods
Validate measurements against models
Reduced Model and Control design formalism ( Ph.D. Thesis)

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 6



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

Measuring the dynamic system - open/closed loopMeasuring the closed loop system - methods
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Excitation 

Feedback Channel 

We want to study stable or unstable beams and understand impact of feedback

We can vary the feedback gain vs. time, study variation in beam input, output

We can drive the beam with an external signal, observe response to our drive

System isn’t steady state, tune and dynamics vary

Excite with chirps that can cross multiple frequencies of interest

Unstable systems can be studied via Grow-Damp methods, but slow modes hard to
measure

HBFB Progress Report February 6, 2013 8 / 22

We want to study stable or unstable beams and understand impact of feedback
System isn’t steady state, tune and dynamics vary
We can vary the feedback gain vs. time, study variation in beam input, output
We can drive the beam with an external signal, observe response to our drive
Excite with chirps that can cross multiple frequencies of interest
Unstable systems via Grow-Damp methods, but slow modes hard to measure

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 7



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

Measuring the dynamic system - Modal Excitation
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Mode 1 (head-tail) excitation

Inside the DSP processing we sum in an Excitation signal file
16 unique samples/turn ( 4 ns duration)
20,000 turn sequence, synchronized to injection
Spatially-shaped excites particular mode
Spatial Waveform is amplitude modulated at selected tune frequency
Chirps span range of tunes for selective excitation and spectrum analysis

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 8



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

Measuring the dynamic system - Beam response
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Pickup,Kicker require equalization, Timing the front and back-ends is tricky
Higher modes well-damped, difficult to excite

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 9



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

MDs September-October 2015

Tests of the system with new wideband kicker and amplifiers
1 open loop beam excitation, goal to test the kicker strength, induce

high order mode intra-bunch motion
2 Operate Demo system in closed loop to damp high order mode

intra-bunch motion
open loop test, several beam parameters and intensities

Preliminary results do not show complete agreement with
simulation results using HeadTail or CMAD

Closed loop - achieved beam damping with saturation gain limits
With limited power, very difficult to control the machine parameters
such that signals induced by the beam motion do not saturate the
feedback system
For MD June 2016, we have double the kicker-amplifier capability,
increasing the dynamic range of feedback system. This should help.

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 10



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

Open-Loop Studies September-October 2015

Beam Spectrogram driven by Mode 0 excitation

Beam Spectrogram driven by Mode 1 excitation

Beam Spectrogram driven by Mode 2 excitation

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 11



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

April 2015 SPS MD - Grow/Damp measurements
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Grow/damp SPS Measurement - Damping gain G=16 (left) Spectrogram(right)

Intensity 1.1x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)

νy = 0.185 νs = 0.006

Feedback gain is switched to promote instability, then damp it

Quantifies damping from increased gain of system, compare to models

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 12



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

New Model-Based Control Studies

Model-Based Controller Design Approach

Model-based multi-input multi-output (MIMO) controller designs have been evaluated to
overcome those limitations, at the expense of a more complex implementation of the
filters.
Modeling and identification of the intra-bunch dynamics using reduced order linear
models are crucial for the model-based controller design.
These model-based techniques are powerful math tools to design and manipulate
especially multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system dynamics where controller can be
designed and optimized to control multiple modes at the same time.
We present linear reduced order MIMO models for transverse intra-bunch dynamics and
use these models to design model-based MIMO feedback controllers.

Plant	G(z)	

Model	of	the	Plant	
Ĝ(z)	

L	

K	

+	

-	

χstate	

Controller Gain Matrix 

Observer Gain Matrix 

Ymeasured	

Ypredicted	

Control	Input	

A Model Based Controller - LQG 

Figure: A model-based controller design closed loop block diagram.

O. Turgut Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Model-Based Wideband Feedback Control at CERN Super Proton SynchrotronMay 11, 2016 7 / 18

Control of Non-linear Dynamics ( Intra-bunch) is challenging
Tune variations, optics issues limit FIR gain
Control Formalism - allows formal methods to quantify stability and dynamics, margins
New directions, model based MIMO formalism

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 13



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

Model - is derived from Simulation or MD studiesReduced Model from Open Loop Simulations

Parameters of the transfer
function representing the
modes 0, 1 and 2 dynamics
are identified using open
loop simulation data.

We use the same excitation
signal to drive the reduced
order model and compare
the time domain result
with HeadTail simulation
result for model
verification.

This model is used to
design a model-based
controller (Discrete-time
linear quadratic optimal
controller).

O. Turgut Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Model-Based Wideband Feedback Control at CERN Super Proton SynchrotronMay 11, 2016 8 / 18
Linear model - allows analytic knowledge of limits
better than FIR for closer ωβ and ωs Tunes, optics issues limit
Control Formalism - allows formal methods to quantify stability and dynamics, margins
model based MIMO formalism uses information from pickup more completely

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 14
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Head-Tail vs Reduced Model results

Comparison of HEADTAIL with Reduced Model
Response of intra-bunch dynamics for a 0.175 - 0.22 frequency sweep excitation over
1000 Turns.
The vertical displacement and corresponding spectrograms of the HeadTail simulation
and the reduced order MIMO model are shown. The simulation data and the reduced
order model response show good agreement in time and frequency domain.

O. Turgut Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Model-Based Wideband Feedback Control at CERN Super Proton SynchrotronMay 11, 2016 9 / 18

Time Domain data is fit, Models in Time and Frequency Domain

Model can be fit to simulation or physical machine data

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 15



What’s New Upgrades MD Results Simulations and Models What’s Next Applications Extras

MIMO Control - Closed Loop ( Simulation)Closed Loop Dynamics - Simulated at MATLAB

Controller is designed for the open loop reduced order MIMO model identified using
open loop HeadTail simulation data.

: Open loop driven response time domain
trajectory.

: MATLAB simulated closed loop driven
response time domain trajectory.

Intra-Bunch Dynamics
MODE OL (Turns) CL (Turns)
0 -0.000 ± 0.1850i (1) -0.0048 ± 0.1850i (208)
1 -0.0011 ± 0.2015i (909) -0.0058 ± 0.2012i (169)
2 -0.0016 ± 0.2181i (625) -0.0079 ± 0.2181i (126)

O. Turgut Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Model-Based Wideband Feedback Control at CERN Super Proton SynchrotronMay 11, 2016 11 / 18
Very Promising - Explore implementation in Demo System
Achieves higher damping compared to FIR, better control for Q20 optics

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 16
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MIMO Modal 4X4 controller - Beam Simulation

4 Coupled-Oscillator model

4x4 modal ( matrix) controller

Much better control of all modes
compared to FIR

disadvantage - much more complex
numeric processing ( n2 more)

active Ph.D. research - what about sparse
control with few off diagonal elements?

O. Turgut Contributed Oral at IPAC 2016

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 17
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Next MD studies with wideband DEMO system

Excitation of higher intra-bunch modes, damping studies
Development of special beams for feedback tests with CERN ABP

With limited kicker power, to date difficulties exciting/driving modes 2 - 8
Our next path - work with lower intensity ( less intensity tune shifts)
Investigate bandwidth of kicker, compare to models
Damp head-tail unstable motion, or excite then damp head-tail motion
Validate new Kickers ( Stripline) and upgraded tunnel High-Power wideband RF
amplifiers

Development of Control Techniques
Single-bunch IIR, scrubbing doublet and FIR 64 bunch train control
Diagnostic and beam instrumentation techniques to optimize feedback parameters
and understand system effectiveness
Use of reduced model as tool, use of both numeric simulations ( Head-Tail) and
physical MD data to understand system requirements for robust control with HL
intensities and lattices

MD and Beam studies workshop Saturday with joint SLAC/CERN
Team

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 18
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Goals Before the September 2016 Review

Use MD studies summer 2016 to validate system models
Estimate system requirements for robust instability control at SPS,
LHC
Proof of principle using limited Kicker power
Validate damping as achieved consistent with engineering design
System Conceptual Design Report
FY16 priorities

Commission second kicker, wideband amplifiers
MD efforts - explore excitation, damping of internal beam modes
MD Data Analysis methods
Explore/validate Q20 control methods, compare models with physical measurements
Demonstrate 64 bunch train controller, doublet controller

If possible, Slotline kicker design ready for CERN fabrication

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 19
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Potential Applications at CERN (W. Hofle, K. Li, et al)

PS:
� Instability for high intensity TOF beams

SPS:
� Single bunch vertical instability for high

intensity 25 ns beam

LHC:
� Instabilities at injection for nominal 25

ns beam
� Instabilities at flat top for nominal 25 ns

beam
� Control of the doublet beam for

scrubbing

HL-LHC:
� Instabilities from crab cavity HOMs

Required 
bandwidth

Rise time

PS (TOF) ~ 800 MHz 50 turns

SPS (h plane) ~ 20 MHz 750 turns

SPS (v plane) Æ 500 MHz 150 turns

LHC (injection) Æ 2 GHz 250 turns

LHC ( squeeze) > 20 MHz ? 10’000 turns

LHC ( doublet) > 100 MHz ? 50 turns

HL-LHC (crabs) Æ 1.75 GHz 10’000 turns
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Instabilities: Potential for New 
Feedbacks

See K. Li, 15.10.2015, LIU-HighLumi Day, https://indico.cern.ch/event/437662/  
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Looking at HL-LHC (W.Hofle, K. Li, et al)

Instabilities hardly manageable

LHC:

� The pure current impedance model is 

expected to give rise to instabilities that 

can be handled by current means of 

stabilization (octupoles, perfect damper) 

for single as well as coupled bunch. 

� When other sources of instability are 

folded in, the requirements on the 

means of stabilization drastically 

increase.

� Mid/end squeeze – not cured by present 

damper. Likely due to e-cloud –
limitations to be re-assessed after more 

conditioning.

� Injection – instabilities and blow-up

� High Lumi LHC will see 25 ns stability 

issues combined with high intensity 

bunch currents Æ be prepared

• E-cloud instabilities force operation at chroma

~15, octupoles ~20A, damper gain ~0.25 (~ 10 

turns) – highly sensitive to damper settings and 

coupling

• Change of WP required – Qh: 0.275, Qv: 0.295

• Still sporadically blow-up observed

Rise time: ?

Frequency: ~ 2 GHz
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Technology Development, Beam Measurements,
Simulation Models, and Graduate Education
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Envelope Vertical motion of bunch centroid − τ = 338.7991 turns
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Summary

Summer MD Focus - Measure intra-bunch beam dynamics
Head-Tail, Reduced Model studies, estimate limits of FIR control
methods, value of IIR or MIMO methods.
Quantify the engineering performance of the Demo system (
Noise Floors, equalization, timing/synchronization)
Stripline kicker bandwidth, performance of 1kW installed
broadband RF power
Estimate the value of a two pickup, two kicker system for
variations of machine optics or rapid instability growth rates
September Review - show the value of these techniques for the
Hl-LHC complex

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 23
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Feedback Filters - Frequency Domain Design

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must be
adjusted to include overall loop
phase shifts and cable delay

Based on methods used in
coupled-bunch systems

Feedback Filters

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must
be adjusted to include overall
loop phase shifts and cable
delay
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HBFB Progress Report February 6, 2013 6 / 22

The processing system can be expanded to support more complex
off-diagonal (modal) filters, IIR filters, etc as part of the research and
technology development
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Feedback design - Value of the reduced model
Controller design requires a linear dynamics model
The bunch stability is evaluated using root-locus and measurements of the fractional tune.
Immediate estimates of closed-loop transfer functions, time-domain behavior
Allows rapid estimation of impact of injected noise and equilibrium state
Rapid computation, evaluation of ideas
Q20 IIR controller is very sensitive to high-frequency noise - would higher sampling rate (
two pickups) be helpful?

Left: FIR filter controller designed for Q26 at fβ = 0.185, fs = 0.006
Right: IIR filter controller designed for Q20 at fβ = 0.185, fs = 0.017

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 26
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1 GHz Wideband Slotline kicker development
CERN, LNF-INFN, LBL and SLAC Collaboration. Design Report SLAC-R-1037
similar in concept to stochastic cooling pickups, run as kicker
Advantage - length allows Shunt Impedance AND Bandwidth
J. Cesaratto, S. Verdu, M.Wendt, D. Aguilera electrical/mechanical design and HFSS
optimization (final design in process for 2016 CERN fabrication)

Page 3 October 1, 2013 –  Improved PIC Analysis of a Slot Kicker Structure (M. Wendt) 

Kicker Geometry 

Shapal spacers, 
12 mm diameter 

Coaxial-to-stripline transition, 
based on Kyocera RF UHV feedthrough 

40 coupling slots, 
70 x 12.5 mm, 
25 mm pitch 

WR-430 waveguide, 
109.22 x 54.61 mm, 
1000 mm long 

Stripline electrode, 
68 x 5 mm, 
1000 mm long 

Beam pipe, 
132 x 52.3 mm, 

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 27
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Complementary Striplines and SlotlineComparison%of%Stripline%and%Slotline%

•  At%low%frequencies,%the%striplines%have%slightly%higher%kick%strength.%
•  However,%the%slotline%can%effecKvely%cover%the%bandwidth%up%to%1%GHz.%
•  MDs%with%the%new%kicker%prototypes%are%ABSOLUTELY%ESSENTIAL%to%validate%

and%confirm%the%technologies,%bandwidth%and%kick%strength%needed.%
16 
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2 striplines, Pamp = 500 W, Ptot = 2000 W
1 slotlines, Pamp = 500 W, Ptot = 1000 W

CERN%plans%to%install:%
•  2%Striplines%
•  1%Slotline%

LARP/HiLumi Collaboration Meeting, 
CM22 5/7/14 
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Feedback control of mode 0

Spectrograms of bunch motion, nominal
tune 0.175

After chromaticity ramp at turn 4k, bunch
begins to lose charge → tune shift.

Feedback OFF -Bunch is unstable in
mode zero (barycentric).

Feedback ON - stability. Feedback is
switched off at turn 18K, beam then is
unstable

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 29
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Upgrades to the SPS Demonstrator - Roadmap

DOE Review of LARP  February 17-18, 2014 
10 

!"#"$%&'()&'*$+*,*-./0*12$3.&(0&/$

- DAC Only
- 4GSa/s

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Snapshot Memory

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Excite/Record Mode
- DAC Clock Sync

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 8GSa/s
- Inclusion of all previous 
features
- New Design
- New Platform

2011 2012 2013-2015

2017-2020

Excitation
System

Single-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator

Initial
Concept

8GSa/s
Architecture 
Studies and 
Component 
Evaluations

- Design Study
- Identify System 
Components

8GSa/s
Feedback 
Test Bed

8GSa/s:
Define 

Architecture and 
Components for 

8GSa/s  
Platform

Multi-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator
(Phase 1)

Post LS2 
SPS Tests

Further SPS Testing
(possible PS tests)

Full-Featured 
Prototype

- Detailed Design
- Select Components

Multi-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator
(Phase 2)

2014 2015 2016-2018

2016-2018

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Inclusion of all prev feat
- Orbit Offset Reject
- Enhanced Filters
- Enhanced Diagnostics
- New RF Amplifiers

- Build test bed system
- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 8GSa/s
- Subset of demo system 
features & functions

The Demo system is a platform to evaluate control techniques
MD experience will guide necessary system specifications and capabilities
The path towards a full-featured system is flexible, can support multiple pickups and/or
multiple kickers
We will benefit from the combination of simulation methods, machine measurements, and
technology development
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Wideband Feedback - Beam Diagnostic Value

processing system architecture/technology
reconfigurable platform, 4 - 8 GS/s data rates
snapshot memories, excitation memories
applicable to novel time and frequency domain diagnostics
Feedback and Beam dynamics sensitive measure of impedance and other dynamic
effects
Complementary to existing beam diagnostic techniques- use kicker excitation
integrated with feedback processing

Detailed slice by slice information, very complete data with GHz
bandwidth over 20,000 turns

J. D. Fox CM 26 May 2016 31
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